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Abstract 

The IV Industrial Revolution and its technologies: a global challenge. 
 

This could be the story of any industrial revolution. It all begins with a new, disruptive technology. 

Something able to change the world so profoundly, that just few can see it. But technology is useless until 

someone applies it to the production, so that its consequences can spread in the world. As in any industrial 

revolution, first comes the innovative technology, then the economy will use it, the society will enjoy and 

suffer, and the politics will be late in understanding. 

We are living the fourth industrial revolution, where a full set of disruptive technologies is changing every 

aspect of our lives, it’s changing the industry and the production processes, it’s changing the interaction 

between people, getting the human kind closer and farther at the same time, it’s changing the economy, 

the lifestyle, the politics. It’s too widespread. It’s not like the other industrial revolutions. There is 

something new. It involves every industrial sector, every system, every society. 

New hardware technologies are pushing a deep change in production processes. The use of advanced 

manufacturing solutions, augmented reality and additive manufacturing is enabling a profound change in 

manufacturing processes, where robots and machines are characterized by a high cognitive ability: they are 

smart, they are able to interact and adapt to the situation, change their behavior and cooperate. The 

additive manufacturing and the digital fabrication are turning upside down the traditional production 

methods and augmented reality is enhancing the ability to understand the process and interact. 

New software technologies are enabling the hardware technologies to their full potential and opening the 

way to a cyber-physical system, where computational and physical resources are deeply integrated and 

coordinated in a network of interacting systems, dramatically increasing the ability to learn, adapt, control, 

function and be reliable and safe. A full integration and interconnection between a physical world and a 

digital, virtual world is made possible by simulation and virtual reality software, big data analysis, internet 

of things, cloud systems. 

We are already living the dawn of all of it, every time we use a smartphone, a 3d printer, a smart device. 

Understanding the technologies, their environment and how they can interact is essential to perceive their 

impact on society and how to react to the inevitable changes that they will bring. If it’s not possible to 

foresee all the changes that those technologies will bring, their understanding can lead us to a human 

technology-oriented model, allowing us to use the technology and not be dominated by it. 

One thing looks clear already: the fourth industrial revolution will have a worldwide impact. It feeds on a 

global, cyber-physical interconnected environment, which cannot be limited by physical borders. Every 

political approach which does not take this into account is fated to fail. The fourth industrial revolution 

claims a global approach and launches the challenge for a global governance. 
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4. Una descrizione sintetica per bullet points dei main findings del paper che sarà utilizzata per preparare 
le conclusioni a chiusura dell'evento. 

 

 The Fourth Industrial Revolution is not only a technological process, but a complex transformation 

with social and political consequences. Its effects will spread on all social dimensions and individual 

level. 

 Cyber-Physical Systems have the potential to improve society and human condition, to help and 

empower people, but they also have the risk to increase the ability to influence and modify 

people’s behavior on an unprecedented scale for profit or political purposes. 

 The positive outcomes of the Fourth Industrial Revolution will depend on how the new social and 

political conflicts will be tackled on a planet scale. Technology develops along path decided by 

economic and political actors able to perform huge economic investment and years-long 

researches: national or supranational governance, or huge multinationals. 

 


